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In this paper we establish some new congruences of p-adic integer order Bernoulli
numbers. These generalize the Kummer congruences for ordinary Bernoulli numbers.
We apply our congruences to prove irreducibility of certain Bernoulli polynomials
with order divisible by p and to get new congruences for Stirling numbers.  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The arbitrary order Bernoulli polynomials B (|)n (x) are defined by (cf.
[1, 12])
\ tet&1+
|
ext= :

n=0
B (|)n (x)
tn
n!
. (1)
In particular, B (|)n (0)=B
(|)
n is the Bernoulli number of order | and
degree n. If the order |=1 the polynomials B (1)n (x)=Bn(x) and the numbers
B(1)n =Bn are called ordinary. More generally, if | # [1, ..., n], the polynomials
and numbers are called higher order, or more properly first or higher order.
In this paper we consider Bernoulli polynomials and numbers where the
order is an arbitrary p-adic integer. In [1] we considered only higher order
polynomials and numbers, but all results remain true for p-adic integer
orders, with no substantial changes in the proofs.
The polynomials B (k)n (x) and numbers B
(k)
n were first defined and studied
by N. E. No rlund [11]. Later they were studied by L. Carlitz and others
[3, 4, 5], and recently they have been studied by F. T. Howard [6, 7] and
the author [1, 2].
In [4], Carlitz considered the No rlund polynomials B (z)n . The first
few examples are B (z)0 =1, B
(z)
1 =&z2, B
(z)
2 =z(3z&1)12 and B
(z)
3 =
&z2(z&1)8. Howard investigated the No rlund numbers B (n)n and other
numbers related to the higher order Bernoulli numbers in [6].
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In [1], most of the analysis involved powers of p in the denominators
of the coefficients (poles), and in general we considered cases where the
digit sum of the base p representation of n is p&1. In the current paper,
most of the analysis involves powers of p in the numerators (zeros), and
the most significant results assume the digit sum is <p&1.
The literature on congruences of higher order Bernoulli numbers is sub-
stantial, but most of it is quite particular, often concentrating on the case
where the order is p. There are few general results. Much use is made of
properties of the Stirling numbers and classical congruence results such as
the Kummer congruences and of the von StaudtClausen Theorem, and
there are many inductions on the order. Our methodology is very different
and much more self-contained, allowing us to handle p-adic integer orders
with no extra effort and to use the continuity apparatus of p-adic analysis,
e.g., the No rlund number B (n)n is the p-adic limit of B
(l )
n as l approaches n.
Our method often gives best possible results. In particular, Theorem 2
establishes a general congruence with many interesting consequences. It
generalizes the ordinary Kummer congruences and several results of
Howard. Theorem 1 is also a far reaching generalization of several of
Howard’s theorems.
It is well known that if n is odd then x&(|2) | B (|)n (x). Also we have
proved [2, Section 9] that if n is even >0 then B (|)n (x) is absolutely
irreducible, while if n is odd >1 then B (|)n (x)(x&(|2)) is absolutely
irreducible, considered as polynomials in x and | over C. In this paper we
have been able to prove the corresponding results for rational factorization
for certain Bernoulli polynomials whose order is a (rational) p-adic integer
divisible precisely by p1 (Theorems 3 and 4). This approach appears to be
novel. We also get in Section 5 a new congruence mod pl 2 for B (l )p when
p | l, which generalizes a Carlitz congruence for B ( p)p . Our congruence has
ramifications for Stirling numbers of the first kind and second kinds.
2. BACKGROUND
Throughout this paper, p is a fixed rational prime and &p is the standard
p-adic valuation on Q, i.e., &p(mn)=a if pa & (mn). The (rational) p-adic
integers are the rational numbers r such that &p(r)0. Divisibility and
congruences are always understood (unless otherwise indicated) within the
ring of p-adic integers [10], i.e., r | s iff &p(r)&p(s).
Let S(n)=S( p; n)=sum of the digits of the base p expansion of n. (2)
We assume throughout that n is a positive integer, and will always write
r=[n( p&1)] and _=n&r( p&1), so that 0_<p&1.
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Recall some standard results on the p-adic valuation (cf. [8]).
&p(n!)=
n&S(n)
p&1
, i.e., &p \p
r
n!+=_
S(n)
p&1& . (3)
&p \n+mn +=
S(n)+S(m)&S(n+m)
p&1
. (4)
&p \ nm+=0 iff nimi for all p-adic digits in the expansions. (5)
Lemma 1. The following are equivalent (where r=[n( p&1)] and _=
n&r( p&1))
(i) p |3 ( n+rn ).
(ii) S(n)<p&1.
(iii) S(n)=_.
Indeed (&1)r (n!pr)( n+rr )#_! (mod p).
Proof. Clearly (ii) and (iii) are equivalent, since n&S(n))( p&1) # Z.
Since n+r=rp+_, we have S(n+r)=S(r)+_, so by (4), &p( n+rr )=
(S(n)&_)(p&1)=[S(n)(p&1)], which completes the proof of the equiv-
alence. The last assertion follows from an application of Wilson’s Theorem
to (rp+_)!. K
We now collect results that we need on Bernoulli numbers and polyno-
mials (cf. [2, 7]).
The Narumi polynomials An(x, s) are defined by
\log (1+t)t +
s
(1+t)x= :

n=0
An(x, s)
tn
n!
. (6)
In [2] we showed that
An(x, s)=B (n+s+1)n (x+1) (7)
(so in particular B(n+s+1)n =An(&1, s) and B
(n+s+1)
n (1)=An(0, s)), and we
derived the explicit formula
An(x, s)= :
n
i=0
ci (s) \ xn&i+
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where the coefficients ci (s) are given in terms of binomial and multinomial
coefficients by
ci (s)=(&1) i n!  \ sd(u)+\
d(u)
u1 u2 . . .+
1
2u 13u 2 . . .
(8)
and the sum is taken over all sequences (u)=(u1 , u2 , . . .) of non-negative
integers, eventually zero, with weight w=w(u)= juj=i and arbitrary
degree d=d(u)= uj .
It is convenient to abbreviate the term by
tu(s)=\sd+\
d
u+ (14u), (9)
where ( du) is a multinomial coefficient. Observe that a sequence (u) of
weight w and degree d corresponds to a partition of w with d parts, where
uj is the number of occurrences of j.
Thus ci (s)=(&1) i n! w=i tu(s) is a sum of p(i) terms, where p(n) is the
partition function.
It follows from (7) and (8) that
(&1)n
B (l )n
n!
= :
wn
tu(l&n&1) (10)
and
(&1)n
B (l )n (1)
n!
= :
w=n
tu(l&n&1). (11)
B (0)n =An(&1, &n&1)=B
(n+1)
n (1)=An(0, 0)=0 if n>0,
and
Bn=An(&1, &n)=An(0, &n)
=Bn(1) if n{1 and B1=&B1(1). (12)
An(0, s)=B (n+s+1)n (1)=
s
n+s
B (n+s)n =
s
n+s
An(&1, s&1). (13)
(&1)n
B (n+s)n
n!
=(n+s) :
w=n
tu(s)
s
. (14)
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The equation B (n+s)n =((n+s)s) B
(n+s+1)
n (1) is particularly important.
Since both sides of the equation are polynomials in s, it remains valid for
s=0. Since ( sd)=(sd )(
s&1
d&1) if d>0, by (14) we get a new equation for the
No rlund numbers
(&1)n
B (n)n
n!
=n :
w=n
(&1)d&1
d \
d
u+
1
4u
. (15)
Also, taking s=0 in (13) and using (6), we get the new generating function
log \log (1+t)t += :

n=1
B (n)n
n
tn
n!
. (16)
This expansion can be obtained by integrating No rlund’s generating
function [11, p. 150].
It follows from (7) and (8) that if l, k, a, b are p-adic integers such that
l#k (mod p:) and a#b (mod p:), and if n<p&1, then
An(a, l)#An(b, k) (mod p:). (17)
Remarks. In particular if n<p&1 and l is a p-adic integer, then B(l )n is
a p-adic integer, and if l#k (mod p:) then B (l )n #B (k)n (mod p:), while by
(14), if 0<n<p&1 then l | B(l )n and B
(l )
n l#B
(k)
n k (mod p
:). Also by (12)
and (13), if 1<n<p&1 then B (l )n l#&Bn n (mod l ), with sign change of
right hand side if n=1.
For n=p&1, (14) gives
pB (l )p&1 #&l (mod pl). (18)
(If w(u)=p&1 then clearly s | tu(s) unless up&1=1, in which case tu(s)=
sp.)
It is well known and easy to show that
B (l )n (x)= :
n
j=0 \
n
j+ B (l )j xn&j. (19)
Also B (l )n (x) is symmetric about x=l2, so
x&
l
2 } B (l )n (x) if n is odd, (20)
and
B (l )n \x+ l2+= :j even \
n
j+ B (l )j \
l
2+ xn&j. (21)
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See [2, Sect. 7] for a discussion of relations among the Bernoulli,
Narumi, Stirling and degenerate Bernoulli polynomials, which were first
investigated by Carlitz.
3. PRELIMINARIES AND FIRST CONGRUENCES
Let v(u)=&p(4u) henceforth. Recall that r=[(n( p&1)] and _=
n&r( p&1).
Lemma 2. Suppose w(u)n. Then
(i) v(u)r,
(ii) v(u)<r unless up&1=r,
(iii) v(u)<r&1 if up&1<r&1 except if up&1=r&2 and u2p&1=1
( for _>0 and r2) or if u1=r&3 and u3=1 ( for p=2 and r3.).
Proof. Consider the inequalities k( p&1)<kp&1 if k>1, and
(:+2)( p&1)p:&1 if :>1, except :=p=2, in which case p:&1=
2p&1=(:+1)( p&1).
It follows that you can transfer ui if i=kp:&1 into up&1 so as to
increase v and decrease w. But wn forces up&1r, and each transfer
increases v. The result follows immediately. K
Let T=[i1 , ..., it] be a set of positive integers #&1 (mod p). For each
i # T, write i+1=ki p:i where p |% ki . Let dT=i # T ui , wT=i # T iui , and
vT=i # T ui:i . Let (u$) be obtained from (u) by setting u$i=0 if i # T. Note
that d(u$)=d(u)&dT , v(u$)=v(u)&vT , and w(u$)=w(u)&wT .
Lemma 3. pvTtu(s)=( sdT)(
dT
ui : i # T
) tu$(s&dT)>i # T kuii .
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the multinomial identity
\sd+\
d
u+=\
s
dT+\
dT
ui : i # T+\
s&dT
d&dT+\
d&dT
u$ + . K
Observe that for any specification of ui for i # T, (u) W (u$) is a one-one
correspondence of [(u) | w(u)n, ui specified for i # T] with [(u) | w(u)
n&wT , ui=0 for i # T], and similarly if the weight inequalities are replaced
by equations w(u)=n and w(u)=n&wT respectively.
Henceforth l will always be a p-adic integer. The following theorem gives
congruences mod p and mod p2 for the Bernoulli numbers in terms of
low degree No rlund polynomials (initialized by B (z)&1=0). Recall that
r=[n( p&1)] and _=n&r( p&1).
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Theorem 1. (i)
(&1)n
prB (l )n
n!
#(&1)_+r \n+r&lr +
B (l )_
_!
(mod p).
(ii) If p>2 or r1 then
(&1)n
prB (l )n
n!
#(&1)_+r&1 \n+r&l&1r&1 + .
\r&1_! \
n+r&l
r
B (l&rp)_ &
p_
2
B (l&rp)_&1 +
+(&1) p&1
p
( p+_&1)!
B (l&rp+p)p+_&1 + (mod p2).
(iii) If p=2 and n{1 then
(&1)n 2nB (l )n n!#(&1)
n&1 \2n&l&1n&1 +
2n2+l
n
(mod 4).
Proof. We prove part (i) in detail and outline the proof of (ii).
For (i), by (10) and Lemma 2(ii) with s=l&n&1,
(&1)n pr
B (l )n
n!
=pr :
wn
tu(s)#pr :
wn, up&1=r
tu(s) (mod p).
But by the preceding lemma and observation, this sum
=\sr+ :w_ tu(s&r)=(&1)
_ \l&n&1r + B (_+l&n&r)_ _!
#(&1)_+r \n+r&lr + B (l )_ _! (mod p).
The proof of (ii) is similar but more complicated. Since the result is
trivial for r1, assume r>1 and p>2. Let A, B, and C be the sums of the
terms tu(s) of weight n subject respectively to the specifications up&1=r,
up&1=r&1, and up&1=r&2, u2p&1=1 (if _>0). Let D(s)=
pr(A+B+C), let _$=_+p&1 and s$=s&r+1. Then by Lemma 2, we
have pr wn tu(s)#D(s) (mod p2). By Lemma 3,
prA=\sr+ :w_ tu(s$&1), p
r&1B=\ sr&1+ :w_$, up&1=0 tu(s$),
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and
pr&1C=
\ sr&1+
2
:
w_&1
tu(s$).
Note that C=0 if _=0. Thus
prB=p \ sr&1+\ :w_$ tu(s$)& :w_$, up&1=1 tu(s$)+
=\ sr&1+\p :w_$ tu(s$)&s$ :w_ tu(s$&1)+ .
Hence
D(s)=\\sr+&s$ \
s
r&1++ :w_ tu(s$&1)+
p
2 \
s
r&1+ :w_&1 tu(s$)
+p \ sr&1+ :w_$ tu(s$).
The proof now follows from (10), with s=l&n&1.
The proof of (iii) follows the same pattern. K
Using the last part of Lemma 1, we can restate Theorem 1(i) by
(i$) \n+rr + B(l )n #\
n+r&l
r + B (l )_ (mod p).
Remarks. If p |3 n&l then we can use (11) and (13) with similar proofs
to get stronger congruences mod pl and mod p2l in terms of low degree
polynomials B (z)m (1). Congruence (23) is the mod pl refinement. We will not
state the mod p2l refinement, but will instead indicate how the above proof
of (ii) can be modified to get it if p |3 n&l. Define A1 , B1 , C1 and D1(s) by
replacing all weight inequalities by weight equalities. We then get an equation
for D1(s) analogous to the above. We can write B (l )n =(l(l&n)) B
(l+1)
n (1)
by (13), so that we can use D1(l&n) and (11) to obtained the desired con-
gruence.
In [7], Howard defines Ak( p; n)=(&1)n prB (n&k)n n! for the higher
order Bernoulli numbers, and in [6] he defines A( p; n)=A0( p; n) for the
No rlund numbers.
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Part (i) can be rewritten for the higher order Bernoulli numbers with
l=n&k as
Ak( p; n)#(&1)_+r \r+kk +
B (_&k&r)_
_!
(mod p). (22)
The special case A( p; n) and the mod p2 congruence are similar.
Howard’s [7, Theorem 3.6] and [6, Theorem 5.2] are special cases of
(22) for small values of _. His [6, Theorem 5.4] and [7, (4.6) and (4.7)]
are the special cases for p=3 of (ii) for k=0 and of the mod p2l refinement
of (ii) for k=1 respectively. In particular, (22) proves that ( r+kk ) and
_&k&r are factors of Ak( p; r( p&1)+_), which are general results
suggested by Howard’s computations.
4. MAIN CONGRUENCE RESULTS
Let s be a p-adic integer. Recall that r=[n( p&1)] and _=n&r( p&1).
Lemma 4. (i) If w(u)n then prtu(s) is a p-adic integer.
(Equivalently, s | prtu(s) unless p( p&1) | n in Z.)
(ii) If w(u)=n and [ p |3 n or _>0] then s | prtu(s).
(iii) If w(u)=n, v(u)<r, and [ p |3 n or _>1] then s | pr&1tu(s), while
if w(u)=n, v(u)<r, p | n and _=1 then s | pr&1tu(s) unless up&1=r&1 and
u1=p.
Proof. Part (i) follows directly from Lemma 2(i).
For (ii) and (iii), since ( sd)=(sd)(
s&1
d&1), it will suffice to show that
d | ( du) p
r&v(u) and d | ( du) p
r&1&v(u) respectively.
Since this is trivial if p |% d, we may assume that p | d, and similarly that
p | ui for all i (since otherwise d | ( du)), whence p | n. Proceed by induction
on &p(d ).
Let (u$)=(u)p and n$=np. It is easy to see that d $=dp, v$=vp,
_$=_, and r$=(r&_)p. We assume _>0, so by induction d $ | ( d $u$ ) p
r$&v$.
But &p( du)=&p(
d $
u $) by (4) and ( p&1)(r$&v$)1&_ since r$&v$01&_.
It follows that d | ( du) p
r&v(u). Similarly if _>1 or if _=1 and r$>v$ then
( p&1)(r$&v$)>1&_, which implies that d | ( du) p
r&1&v(u). K
As usual, l is a p-adic integer, r=[n( p&1)] and _=n&r( p&1).
Theorem 2. (i) If p |3 n or _>0 then l | prB (l )n n!. (Equivalently,
l | prB (l )n n! unless p( p&1) | n in Z.)
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(ii) If _>0 and [ p |3 n or _>1] then
(&1)n pr
B (l )n
n!
#(&1)_+r \n+r&lr +
B (l )_
_!
(mod pl ).
(If _=0 and p |3 n, multiply right hand side of congruence by l(l&r&n).)
(iii) If p | l and _>1, then
(&1)n pr
B (l )n
n!
#(&1)_+r&1 \n+r&lr +
l
_
B_
_!
(mod pl ).
(If p | l, _=1 and p |3 n, change sign of right hand side.)
Proof. Part (i) follows immediately from (14) and Lemma 4(ii).
Part (ii) follows from (14) and Lemmas 4(iii) and 3:
(&1)n pr
B (l)n
n!
#pr
l
l&n
:
w=n, up&1=r
tu(l&n) (mod pl )
=
l
l&n \
l&n
r + :w=_ tu(l&n&r)
=
l
l&n \
l&n
r +
(&1)_
_!
B (_+l&n&r+1)_ (1)
#(1)r+_
l
l&_&rp \
n+r&l
r +
B (l+1&rp)_ (1)
_!
(mod pl ). (23)
By (13) and the remarks following (17), part (ii) is a direct consequence.
For part (iii), use formulas (23), (17), and (12). K
Using Lemma 1, we can restate Theorem 2(ii) and (iii) by
(ii$) If _>0 and [ p |% n or _>1] then
\n+rr + B (l )n #\
n+r&l
r + B (l )_ (mod pl ).
(iii$) If p | l and _>1 then
\n+rr + B (l )n #&\
n+r&l
r +
l
_
B_ (mod pl ).
Remarks. We may replace all the Bernoulli numbers B(|)m by B
(|)
m (1) in
the preceding theorem. The proof is modified by using (11) instead of (14).
We then get l&n&1 | prB (l )n (1)n! if p |3 n or _>0 and congruences
analogous to (ii) and (iii) mod p(l&n&1).
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Corollary 1. Suppose _=S(n)<p&1 (so p is odd ). Then
(i) l | B (l )n .
(ii) If _>1 then
B(l )n #(&1)r \n+r&lr +
n!
pr
B (l )_
_!
(mod pl ).
(iii) If p | l and _>1 then
B (l)n #(&1)
r&1 \n+r&lr +
n!
pr
l
_
B_
_!
(mod pl).
Again we have restatements
(ii$) If _>1 then
B(l )n #\n+r&lr +\
n+r
r +
&1
B (l)_ (mod pl ).
(iii$) If p | l and _>1 then
B (l)n #&\n+r&lr +\
n+r
r +
&1 l
_
B_ (mod pl ).
Remarks. Theorem 2(i) and Corollary 1(i) strengthen Howard’s [7,
Theorem 3.5 and Corollary] by weakening the hypothesis in his theorem
from p |3 k to [ p |3 k or p&1 |3 n], and by eliminating the hypothesis p |3 k
from his corollary. It is worth noting that Howard’s results strengthen
earlier results of Carlitz. The further improvement that we have made
includes the No rlund numbers, i.e., we have shown that n | prB (n)n n! unless
p( p&1) | n in Z, and that n | B (n)n if S(n)<p&1. These results, which are
not derivable from the work of Carlitz and Howard, are necessary for our
applications since typically p will divide both the order and degree. Finally,
notice that if p | l, n is odd and 1<S(n)<p&1, then _=S(n), so _ is odd
and >1, whence B_=0 and pl | B (l )n .
Observe that the hypothesis 1<S(n)<p&1 implies p5.
Corollary 2. (Kummer’s Congruence [9]). Let 1<_=S(n)<p&1.
Then Bnn#B__ (mod p).
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Proof. We take l=1 for the ordinary Bernoulli numbers and use the
property Bm =Bm(1) for m{1. We then use the remark following the
theorem to get
pr
Bn
n!
#(&1)r \n+r&1r +
B_
_!
(mod pn).
But
\n+r&1r +=
n
n+r \
n+r
r + ,
so
Bn
n
#(&1)r
n!
pr
1
n+r \
n+r
r +
B_
_!
=(&1)r
n!
pr
1
rp+_ \
rp+_
n +
B_
_!
#(&1)r
1
_pr
(rp+_)!
r!
B_
_!
#
B_
_
(mod p),
since (rp+_)!#prr!_!( p&1)!r#(&1)r prr!_! (mod pr+1) by Wilson’s
Theorem. K
Remarks. The assumption S(n)<p&1 instead of the weaker sufficient
hypothesis p&1 |3 n for Kummer’s congruence is a technical inconvenience
here. The assumption does appear to be necessary for general orders, where
the pole structure of the Bernoulli numbers is more intricate than for the
ordinary Bernoulli numbers.
Corollary 3. Suppose that 1<_=S(n)<p&1, n<p2, and p | l. Then
B(l )n #B
(l )
_ #&(l_) B_ (mod pl ), and in particular p
1 & B (l )n iff p
1 & l and
p |3 B_ .
Proof. The assertions follow immediately from Corollary 1 (ii)$ and
(iii)$ since the hypotheses imply that r<p, so ( n+r&lr )#(
n+r
r ) (mod p), and
l | B (l )_ . K
Remarks. The preceding proof shows that if l=n we can drop the
assumption n<p2. If p is a regular prime and n is even, the condition p |3 B_
is true by definition.
Corollary 4. Let 1<_<p&1. Then
(i) B(l )p+_&1 #
_&l
_
B (l)_ (mod pl ).
(ii) B(l )_p #(&1)_ \l&1_ + B (l )_ (mod pl ).
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Proof. If n=p+_&1 or n=_p then S(n)=_ with r=1 or _ respec-
tively, so the results follow easily from Corollary 1(ii)$. K
The following corollary is an immediate consequence.
Corollary 5. Let 1<_<p&1 and suppose that p | l. Then
B (l )p+_&1 #B
(l )
_p #&
l
_
B_ (mod pl ).
In particular,
B (_p)p+_&1 #B
(_p)
_p #&pB_ (mod p
2)
and
B ( p)_p #B ( p)p+_&1 #&
p
_
B_ (mod p2).
Remark. This corollary provides many useful elementary congruences
not found in the literature, e.g.
B (2p)2p #B (2p)p+1 #&
p
6
(mod p2) for p5
and
B (4p)4p #B
(4p)
p+3 #
p
30
(mod p2) for p7.
5. APPLICATIONS
In this section, all polynomial factorization is with respect to Q. The
following theorem and its corollaries depend only on the material in
Section 2.
Theorem 3. Let p be an odd prime and assume p1 & l. Then B (l )p (x)(x&
(l2)) is p-Eisenstein, hence irreducible.
Proof. By (19), B (l )p (x)=
p
j=0 (
p
j ) B
(l)
p&jx
j.
By (18), p1 & ( p1) B (l )p&1 # &l (mod pl ), and p | ( pj ) B (l )p&j for 1<j<p since
p | ( pj ) and S( p&j)=p&j<p&1, so that B
(l )
p&j is a p-adic integer. (In fact,
we have seen that l | B(l )p&j if 0<p&j<p&1, so pl | (
p
j ) B
(l )
p&j .) Since p | l
this suffices to prove the theorem. K
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If p is odd and p | l, the preceding proof shows that the constant term of
B(l )p (x)(x&(l2)) is #&l (mod pl ). Thus we get a corollary which
generalizes a Carlitz congruence [3, Sect. 4] B ( p)p #p
22 (mod p3).
Corollary 6. If p is an odd prime and p | l, then B (l )p #l
22 (mod pl 2).
Remarks. It is well known (cf. [2, Sect. 9]) that if S1(k, n) is the
Stirling number of the first kind, defined by (x)k=k!( xk)= S1(k, n) x
n,
then S1(k, k&n)=( k&1n ) B
(k)
n . Thus we have
Corollary 7. If p is an odd prime and l is a positive integer divisible by
p, then S1(l, l&p)#( l&1p ) l
22 (mod pl 2), i.e., 2S1(l, l&p)#((lp)&1) l 2
(mod pl 2). In particular &p(S1(l, l&p))2&p(l ), and &p(S1(l, l&p))=2&p(l )
if &p(l )>1.
Remarks. Similar results hold for Stirling numbers of the second kind
S2(k, n), defined by xk= S2(k, n)(x)n , since S2(k+n, k)=( k+nn ) } B
(&k)
n .
Thus S2(l+p, p)#((lp)+1) l 22 (mod pl 2) if p is an odd prime and p | l,
so &p(S2(l+p, p))2&p(l ) and &p(S2(l+p, p))=2&p(l ) if &p(l )>1.
Theorem 4. Let l be a p-adic integer and suppose that n<p2, 1<_=
S(n)<p&1, and p1 & l. Then
(i) if n is even and p |3 B_ then B (l )n (x) is p-Eisenstein, and
(ii) if n is odd, p |3 n, and p |3 B_&1 then B (l)n (x)(x&l2) is p-Eisenstein.
Proof. If n is even, then p1 & B (l)n by Corollary 3 of Theorem 2. Similarly
if n is odd, since S(n&1)=_&1, we have p1 & ( n1) B
(l )
n&1 .
If 0<j<n then either S(n&j )<p&1, which implies that l | B (l)n&j by
Corollary 1(i), or p&1S(n&j )<2( p&1) since n<p( p&1). In this case,
S(n&j )p&1>S(n) so p | ( nj ). But np<p&1, so p |3 n&j and B
(l )
n&j=
(l(l&n+j)) B (l+1)n&j (1), so B
(l )
n&j is a p-adic integer since B
(l+1)
n&j (1) has at
worst a simple pole by [1, Sect. 3]. In both cases p | ( nj ) B
(l )
n&j . This suffices
to conclude the proof. K
Remarks. If p is regular, we can omit the hypothesis p |% B_ in (i) and
the hypothesis p |% B_&1 in (ii). The hypothesis n<p2 is essential, e.g.,
B(5)26 (x) is not 5-Eisenstein and B
(5)
27 (x)(x&52) is not 5-Eisenstein, by
MAPLE computations.
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